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(54) Swath density control to improve print quality and extend printhead life in Inkjet printers

(57) An inkjet printer (10) uses a printhead (1 2) that

passes repeatedly across a print medium in individual

swaths. The printhead (12) has individual nozzles (21)

that are fired repeatedly during each printhead swath to

apply an ink pattern to the print medium. Before any giv-

en swath, the printer (10) analyzes factors that might

require a reduction in print density. Anticipated print-

head temperature is one factor that might require a re-

duction in print density. The printer (10) monitors the

print density and peak printhead temperature during

each printhead swath. It then uses these values to cal-

culate, prior to each new swath, a maximum permissible

print density. If a reduction in print density is required,

the printer (10) temporarily disables selected nozzles

(21) to produce a reduced-height swath rather than

pausing between swaths or reducing the printhead ve-

locity relative to the page.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates in general to inkjet print-

ers and in particular to methods of improving print quality

and extending printhead life in inkjet prtntheads by con-
trolling dot densities in printhead swaths.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Inkjet printers operate by sweeping a printhead

with one or more inkjet nozzles above a print medium
and applying a precise quantity of ink from specified

nozzles as they pass over specified pixel locations on
the print medium. One type of inkjet nozzle utilizes a
small resistor to produce heat within an associated ink

chamber. To fire a nozzle, a voltage is applied to the

resistor. The resulting heal causes ink within the cham-
ber to quickly expand, thereby forcing one or more drop-
lets from the associated nozzle. Resistors are controlled

individually for each nozzle to produce a desired pixel

pattern as the printhead passes over the print medium.
[0003] To achieve higher pixel resolutions, prtntheads
have been designed with large numbers of nozzles. This
has created the potential for printhead overheating.

Each nozzle firing produces residual heat. If too many
nozzles are fired within a short period of time, the print-

head can reach undesirably high temperatures. Such
temperatures can damage and shorten the life of a print-

head. Furthermore, widely varying printhead tempera-
tures during printing can change the size of droplets

ejected from the nozzles. This has a detrimental effect

on print quality.

[0004] Printhead overheating is often the result of a
high 'dot density* during a single swath of the printhead.

When making a swath, the printhead passes over a
known number of available pixels, some of which will

receive ink and others of which will not receive ink. The
pixels that receive ink are referred to as dots. The "dot

density" is the percentage of pixels in a swath that re-

ceive ink and thereby become dots. When printing many
types of images, such as text images, dot densities are
relatively lowanddo not cause overheating. More dense
images such as photographic images, however, require

a much higher dot density and create the distinct poten-
tial for overheating.

[0005] Another problem caused by printing high-den-

sity images is that there might be insufficient ink in the

nozzle area of the printhead for printing the next swath.

Over time, firing a nozzle when it has an insufficient sup-
ply of ink will destroy the nozzle.

[0006] Generally, prior art printers have deaft with

both of these problems by pausing the printhead. Where
excessive printhead temperature is a concern, a pause
is utilized to allow the printh ad to cool. Similarly, a
pause is used to allow additional ink to flow into th noz-
zle area of the printhead.

[0007] Any significant paus in printing, however, can
have undesirable effects on print quality. Random de-
lays between swaths result in horizontal bands with hue
shifts. This is because different hues are f rmed when

s wet ink lands on ink droplets of various dryness applied
during previous, overlapping swaths. Even more signif-

icant hue shifts become apparent at start/stop bounda-
ries when pausing in the middle of swaths.

[0008] Another way to address the problems of over-
heating and insufficient ink quantity is to slow the veloc-

ity of the printhead as it moves across the print medium.
The most significant disadvantage of this tactic is that it

consistently reduces throughput for all documents, re-

gardless of their density. A somewhat better approach
is to slow the printhead only during swaths that are pre-

dicted to cause overheating or low ink quantities. How-
ever, this makes drop alignment difficult The horizontal

position ofan ink drop is determined partially by the hor-

izontal velocity of the printhead as the ink drop is ejected
from the printhead. Thus, it is very difficult to line up the
dots from two different swaths if the swaths are printed

at different printhead velocities.

[0009] Note that each of the problems noted above
can also be the result of a slow stream of data from a
host Specifically, a slow data stream can require paus-
es or slowing of the printhead, causing the described
degradations of print quality.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The invention deals with the need to slow
throughput in the three situations described above:
when high print density threatens to cause overheating;

when high print densityreduces inkquantities in the noz-
zle areas of the printheads; and when a host provides
data at a rate slower than the maximum print rate of the

printer.

[0011] in accordance with the invention, each of these
three situations is used to triggera throughput reduction

mode. When operating in this mode, groups of adjacent
nozzles are disabled in the printhead, resulting in

swaths of less than maximum height. The reduced-
height swaths result in lower print density, thereby re-

ducing printhead heating and allowing more ink to flow

into the nozzle areas of the printhead. The reduced
throughput resulting from the reduced swath height also
allows a slower rate of data from a host

[0012] As a result of reducing the number of nozzles

used in a particular swath, there is usually no need to

pause the printhead either between swaths or during the
middle of swaths. Furthermore, there is no need tovary

the velocity of the printhead. Accordingly, the invention

avoids the hue and drop alignment problems described
above.

[001 3] The invention includes a technique for dynam-
ically determining a maximum permissibl swath dot

density that will prevent printhead overheating. In ac-

cordance with this technique, the printer monitors the
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3 EP 0 925 938 A2 4

swath density and peak printhead temperatur f reach

printhead swath. After each swath, the printer recalcu-

lates the maximum permissible swath dot density based

on the monitored density and peak temperature of the

swath. s

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing pertinent

components of an inkjet printer tn accordance with the

invention.

[001 5] Fig. 2 is a conceptual representation of a print-

head such as might be used in the printer of Fig. 1

.

[0016] Figs. 3 and 4are flowcharts showing steps per-

formed In accordance with the invention

[0017] Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate successive overlapping

printhead swaths or passes in accordance with the in-

vention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[001 fl] Fig. 1 shows pertinent components of a prnter

1 0 in accordance with the invention Printer 1 0 is an ink-

jet printer having a printhead 1 2 The printhead has mul-

tiple nozzles (not shown in Fig. 1 ) Interlace electronics

13 are associated with printer 10 to mtortace between

the control logic components and the electro-mechani-

cal components of the printer. Interlace electronics 13

include, for example, circuits for moving the printhead

and paper, and for firing individual no/7tes

[0019] Printer 10 includes control logic in the form of

a microprocessor 14and associated memory 15. Micro-

processor 1 4 is programmable in that it reads and seri-

ally executes program instructions from memory. Gen-

erally, these instructions carry out various control steps

and functions that are typical of inkjet printers. In addi-

tion, the microprocessor monitors and controls inkjet

peak temperatures as explained in more detail below.

Memory 1 5 is preferably some combination of ROM. dy-

namic RAM, and possibly some type of non-volatile and

writeable memory such as battery-backed memory or

flash memory.

[0020] A temperature sensor 1 6 is associated with the

printhead. It is operably connected to supply a printhead

temperature measurement to the control logic through

interface electronics 13. The temperature sensor in the

described embodiment is a thermal sense resistor. It

produces an analog signal that is digitized within inter-

face electronics 1 3 so that it can be read by microproc-

essor 14. More details regarding the temperature sen-

sor, its calibration, and its use are given in a US Patent

Application filed concurrently herewith, entitled "Method

and Apparatus for Detecting the End of Life of a Print

Cartridge For a Thermal Ink Jet Printer," having serial

number , which is hereby incorporat-

ed by reference.

[0021] Microprocessor 14 is connected to receive in-

structions and data from a host computer (not shown)

through on r more I/O channels r ports 20. I/O chan-

nel 20 is a parallel or serial communications port such

as used by many printers.

[0022] Fig. 2 shows an exemplary layout of n zzles

21 in one example of a printhead 12. Printhead 12 has

one or more laterally spaced nozzle or dot columns.

Each nozzle 21 is positioned at a different vertical posi-

tion (where the vertical direction is the direction of print

medium travel, at a right angle to the direction of print-

head travel), and corresponds to a respective pixel row

on the underlying print medium. In most swaths of the

printhead, all nozzles are used resulting in what is re-

ferred to herein as a full-height swath.

[0023] Many different printhead configurations are of

course possible, and the invention is not limited to the

simplified example shown in Fig. 2. In a current embod-
iment of the Invention, for example, the printhead has

nozzles corresponding to 288 pixel rows. Also, some
prfntheads utilize redundant columns of nozzles for var-

ious purposes. Furthermore, color printers typically

have three or more sets of nozzles positioned to apply

ink droplets of different colors on the same pixel rows.

The sets of nozzles might be contained within a single

printhead, or incorporated in three different printheads.

The principles of the invention described herein apply

in either case.

[0024] Generally, printhead 12 is responsive to the

control logic implemented by microprocessor 14 and

memory 1 5 to pass repeatedly across a print medium in

individual, horizontal swaths. The individual nozzles of

the printhead are fired repeatedly during each printhead

swath to apply an ink pattern to the print medium. In

some printers, the swaths overlap each other so that the

printhead passes over each pixel row two or more times.

[0025] A printer in accordance with the invention re-

duces the height of selected swaths to reduce print den-

sity for these selected swaths and to thereby control av-

erage print density over time while maintaininga uniform

swath repetition rate. Swath height is reduced in re-

sponse to any one of three factors or conditions: (a) a
delay in receiving incoming print data; (b) a high print

density for the swath, which is predicted to raise the

printhead temperature to an unacceptably high level;

and (c) a high print density for the swath that is predicted

to lower nozzle ink supplies to unacceptably low levels.

[0026] In accordance with the invention, the control

logic is configured to calculate swath dot density prior

to each swath. This swath dot density, referred to as a

fullswath dot density Dp, is the swath density that would

result from printing a full-height swath—using all nozzle

rows. DF varies with each swath, depending on the im-

age being printed. The full swath density indicates a ra-

tio of nozzle firings during an individual swath to the

number of nozzle firings that would be made during the

swath if every nozzle were fired at every pixel in its cor-

responding row. As described in more detail b low, an

actual swath can be limit d to less than a full swath by

using only a subset of the available nozzles in th print-
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head. Such a swath is referred to herein as a reduced-

height swath. An actual swath dot density DACT is the

percentage of nozzle firings that are actually made dur-

ing a swath as compared to firing every nozzle (including

disabled nozzles) at every pixel in the corresponding

row. In the case of any given reduced-height swath,

DACT will be less than DF .

[0027] After calculating the full swath density for an

upcoming swath, the control logic compares it to a max-

imum permissible swath dot density. If the full swath dot

density exceeds the maximum permissible swath dot

density, the control logic limits the number of nozzle fir-

ings during the upcoming swath. More specifically, the

control logic selects and uses only a subset of the avail*

able nozzles during the upcoming swath to produce a

reduced-height swath with reduced print density. The
pixel rows that would have otherwise been printed dur-

ing the swath are saved forthe next swath. This reduces

the dot density below the maximum permissible swath

dot density.

[002S] Figs. 3 illustrates this method of controlling av-

erage printing density. The steps of Fig. 3 are performed

by the control logic of printer 10, and are repeated prior

to every printhead swath.

[0029] A first step 50 comprises checking whether

enough data has been received from the host computer

to print an entire full swath. If the result of this test is

true, execution proceeds with step 52. Otherwise, if not

enough data has been received, a step 51 is performed

of reducing swath height by selecting a first subset of

the nozzles of printhead 12, wherein the nozzles of the

subset correspond to pixel rows for which data has al-

ready been received. Any nozzles not in this subset are

temporarily disabled, meaning that they will not be fired

during the upcoming swath.

[0030] Step 52 comprises calculating the actual swath

density DACT of the upcoming swath. If step 51 was by-

passed, DACT = Op. Otherwise, DACT is calculated

based on the data for the selected first subset of nozzles

that will be used in the upcoming swath. A step 53 com-
prises comparingD^jto 0^^, where is the max-
imum permissible swath density. If DACT >DMAX, a step

55 is performed of selecting a second, smaller subset

of the nozzles of printhead 1 2 for use during the upcom-
ing swath. The second subset is a subset of the first sub-

set. The number of nozzles in the second subset is cal-

culated so that the actual print density DACT for the

swath will be less than or equal to D^x-
[0031] In the preferred embodiment, each reduced-

height swath is reduced in height by disabling number
of nozzles that Is an integer multiple of a preselected

minimum. For example, the number of disabled nozzles

might be rounded upwardly to the next highest integer

multiple of 16 or 32.

[0032] Step 56 comprises performing the printhead

swath with the selected subset of nozzles. The control

logic monitors the printh ad t mperature during this

step, and records the peak printhead temperature TPEAK

f r use in steps described b low with reference to Fig. 4.

[0033] Dmax is a potentially changing number thai is

maintained by the control logic based on known and
measured characteristics of the printhead. Th maxi-

$ mum possible ink flow rate establishes the upper limit

of DMAX . Specifically, the upper limit of D^x is estab-

lished at a value that produces an average ink flow rate

of less than or equal to the maximum possible flow rate.

Subject to this upper limit, DMAX is updated during print-

io er operation based on recorded peak temperatures

reached by the printhead during previous swaths having

known print densities.

[0034] In the described embodiment of the invention,

the printer control logic calculates D^x DV monitoring
ts actual swath dot density and the peak printhead tem-

perature TPEAK during each printhead swath and repeat-

edly (after each swath) calculates DMAX as a function of

the actual swath dot density DACT and peak temperature

Tpeak* &max te calculated so that a printhead swath in

so which DACT = Omax results in a peak printhead temper-

ature that does not exceed a maximum permissible

peak printhead temperature TMAX .

[0035] Omxx is calculated by multiplying the actual

swath dot density DACT of a particular printhead swath
25 by a factor that is based at least in part on the peak tem-

perature TPEAK of the printhead during the swath and
upon a specified maximum permissible temperature

Tmax of the printhead. In the embodiment described

herein, the factor is equal to (TMAX - T3TART)/(TPEAK -

30 tstart); where ^"start k equal to the temperature of

the printhead prior to the printhead swath. In the embod-

iment described herein, TSTART is a constant that ap-

proximates the printhead temperature at the beginning

of each swath. In the described embodiment, printhead

35 control logic within printer 10 heats or cools the print-

head to a target temperature before each printhead

swath. TSTART is equal to this target temperature. Print-

head cooling is achieved by imposing a brief delay be-

fore an upcoming swath. Printhead heating is achieved

40 by a technique known as "pulse warming," in which noz-

zles are repeatedly pulsed with electrical pulses of such

short duration that they produce heat without ejecting

ink.

[0036] ^max

'

s updated after each swath as follows:

4S

DMAX ~ DACT * ((TfAAX ' TSTARtV0"peaK " TSTARt))

[0037] This equation is derived as follows. First, it is

so assumed that there is a linear relationship between

printhead density D and printhead temperature T Thus,

(1) T=m*D + TSTART

55

Given this relationship, O^xCan be calculated in terms

tma* tstart and the slope nr.
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(2) DMAX = (TMAX -TSTART)/m

Solving for m,

(3) '"=(TMAX -TSTARTyDMAX

Substituting equation (3) into equation (1) yields

<4>
T = «TMAX " TSTARTVDMAX)*0 + TSTART

Solving for D^x*

(5) Dmax = D * ((T^ - TSTART)/(T - TSTART))

[0038] So, given a temperatureTpg^ that occurs dur-

ing a printhead swath having a density DACT,

(6) 0^ = 0^*
MTMAX * TSTART)/(TpeAK " TSTART

^

[0039] Actual changes to Dmax are filtered to reduce

fluctuations produced by measurement anomalies. One
method off filtering is to clip each new value of C^oc at

upper and lower limits. In the described embodiment,

such clipping is performed only iff the printhead temper-

ature TPEAK is outside a defined temperature range,

wherein the range includes those temperatures that

have been determined to be associated with a linear

density/temperature relationship.

[0040] Another method of filtering is to damp any

changes in the calculated D^. In the described em-
bodiment, this is done by multiplying changes to Omot
by a predetermined damping factor. Preferably, upward

changes in the calculated O^x are damped by a first

damping factor, and downward changes are damped by

a second, different damping factor.

[0041] Fig. 4 illustrates the steps involved in calculat-

ing D,^. The illustrated steps are performed repeated-

ly, after each printhead swath. DACT and TPEAK are re-

corded during the preceding swath, and are utilized in

the calculations of Fig. 4.

[0042] A step 60 comprises calculating as a

function of DACTandTPEAK, in accordance with equation

(6) above. Subsequent decision step 61 comprises de-

termining whether TPEAK is within a temperature range

that exhibits a linear relationship to printhead density.

This step comprises comparing TPEAK - T3TART with a

predefined constant that represents the upper temper-

ature limit of linear printhead behavior. If TPEAK • TSTART
is less than or equal to the constant, execution proceeds

to step 63 If TPEAK is greater than the constant, a step

62 is performed of clipping Dmax at predefined upper

and lower limits. As an xample, the upper and lower

limits might be set to 95% and 60%, r spectively. Step

62 clips or limits Dmax to these values. Any valu of

Dmax below the lower limit is set equal to the lower limit.

Any value of D^x above the upper limit is set equal to

s the upper limit.

[0043] Performed after the clipping steps described

above, step 63 comprises damping changes in D^x
from one printhead pass to another. To do this, the

change ADMAX is calculated as the - DMAXOLD,

io where Dmaxold is the value of D^x calculated during

the previous iteration of the steps of Fig. 4. Dmax is then

damped as follows: = DMAX - fiDwofFow
where FDAMP is a predetermined damping factor. Alter-

natively, two different damping factors are used: one
is when AD^x is positive, and another when ADmax is

negative. Furthermore, in some cases it may be advan-

tageous to perform damping step 63 only when the ab-

solute value of ADmax is greater than some predeter-

mined density. This gives a range of ADMAX in which
20 damping is not performed.

[0044] Step 64 comprises storing0^ in non-volatile

storage, for retention when the printer is turned off. This

value of DMAX is used in step 53 (Fig. 3), prior tothe next

printhead swath.

2S [0045] Note that the calculations above are based on

an assumption that printhead thermal behavior is linear.

This simplifies calculations and makes it possible to pre-

dict printhead temperatures without requiring significant

amounts off non-volatile storage. Other approaches can
30 be used. For example, a different mathematical model

(otherthan the linear model) can be used to precfict print-

head thermal behavior. Alternatively, a table in printer

memory can be maintained, indicating historical peak
temperatures corresponding to different printhead den-

35 srties. In this case, the table is used to determine Dmax
rather than the linear model described above.

[0046] The method described above of reducing print-

head density can be adapted to various different print

methodologies. For example, many printers utilize

40 swath overlapping to reduce banding. The principles ex-

plained above can be easily incorporated in such print-

ers.

[0047] As an example, Fig. 5 illustrates two succes-

sive swaths in a two-pass printer that uses overlapping

45 swaths. The block designated "Pass 1" illustrates the

vertical bounds of a first swath. The block designated

"Pass 2" illustrates the vertical bounds of a second, sub-

sequent swath. The block designated "Pass 3" illus-

trates the vertical bounds of a third swath that is per-

so formed after Pass 2. With reference to the second

swath, notice that it includes a first band of pixel rows

82 that overlaps pixel rows that were printed by the first

swath. In addition the second swath includes a second

band of pixel rows 83 that will subsequently be over-

55 lapped by the first band of the third swath. Thus, each

swath prints an "overlapping" set of dot rows (band 82)

cv r dot rows that wer printed by a previous swath, and

a "new" set of dot rows (band 83) that are to be ov r-
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9 EP 0 925 938 A2 10

lapped by a subsequent swath. To maintain good print

quality, each swath uses a subset of nozzles having at

least enough nozzles to overlap the new dot rows that

were printed by the previous swath. This puts a limit on
the amount of height reduction that can take place dur-
ing any given swath—each swath must be high enough
to completely overlap the 'new' portion of the previous
swath.

[0048] Fig. 6 illustrates a reduced-height swath 90
and a following swath 91 . Swath 90 has an overlapping
band 90A and a new band 90B. Note that any height
reduction is taken from the new band. Following swath
91 similarly has an overlapping band 91A and a new
band 91 B. Since swath 91 follows a reduced-height
band, the overlapping band 91A of swath 91 is reduced
in height to match the new band 90S of swath 90. New
band 91 B of swath 91 can bo reduced to control print

density. However, for two-pass pnt^g the new band of

any swath should include no mce than half of the total

pixel rows of a full-height swath Assumtfig as an ex-
ample, that a printhead has 26e iow* of nozzles, the
new band of any particular swath should bo no higher
than 144(288/2) pixel rows). More generally for n-swath
printing, the new band should be no more than x/n pixel

rows, where x is the total number of pixel rows m a full

height swath.

[0049] Multiple printheads can also be accommodat-
ed. When using multiple printheads. the analysis de-
scribed above is performed independently for each
printhead. However the same number of no77les is used
for all printheads in any given swath. The number of noz-
zles used for a given swath is determined by the print-

head whose swath height is reduced the most as a result

of the analysis described above.

[0050] The invention providesan effective way of con-
trolling print density and printhead temperature to pro-
long printhead life and to improve print quality. It does
this in a way that does not cause hue or dot alignment
problems, and that does not unnecessarily reduce print

throughput.

[0051] Although the invention has been described in

language specific to structural features and/or method-
ological steps, it is to be understood that the invention

defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited

to the specific features or steps described. Rather, the
specific features and steps are disclosed as preferred
forms of implementing the claimed invention.

10 2.

'5 3.
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passing the printhead (12) repeatedly across a
print medium in individual swaths;

firing individual n zztes (21) repeatedly during
each printhead swath to apply an ink pattern to

th print medium:
using only a subset of the nozzles (21) during

a particular swath to produce a reduced-height
swath with reduced print density.

A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of

using only a subset of the nozzles is performed in

response toa delay in receiving incoming print data
in order to maintain a uniform swath repetition rate.

A method as recited in claim 1
: wherein the step of

using only a subset of the nozzles is performed in

response to high print densities that are predicted
to raise the printhead temperature to unacceptabfy
high levels.

A method as recited in claim 1, comprising the fol-

lowing additional steps:

monitoring actual swath dot density and peak
temperature of the printhead (12) during each
printhead swath;

repeatedly calculating a maximum permissible

swath dot density in response tothe monitoring
step as a function of the actual swath dot den-
sity and peak temperature, wherein the maxi-

mum permissible swath dot density results in a
peak printhead temperature that does not ex-

ceed a maximum permissible peak printhead

temperature;

limiting swath dot density to no greater than the

maximum permissible swath dot density during

individual printhead swaths.

A method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the step of

using only a subset of the nozzles is performed in

response to high print densities that are predicted
to tower ink supplies to the nozzles to unacceptably
low levels.

A method as recited in claim 1 . wherein the step of

using only a subset of the nozzles is performed in

response to any one of the following conditions:

Claims

A method of controlling average printing density

overtime in an inkjet printer (10) having a printhead

(12) with a plurality of nozzles (21 ) arranged in one
or more columns to produce full-height print swath
across a print medium, comprising the following

steps:

so
a delay in receiving incoming print data;

high print densities that are predicted to raise

the printhead temperature to unacceptably high
levels; and
high print densities that are predicted to bwer
ink supplies to the nozzles to unacceptabfy low
levels.

A method of controlling average printing density

over time in an inkjet printer (1 0) having a printhead

BNSDOCrO: <EP QflPSfl3AA9 I
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(12) with a plurality of nozzles (21 ) arranged in one

or more columns to produce full-height print swath

across a print medium, comprising the following

steps:

5

passing the printhead (12) repeatedly across a

print medium in individual swaths;

firing individual nozzles (21) repeatedly during

each printhead swath to apply an ink pattern to

the print medium; 10

calculating swath dot density prior to each

swath;

if the swath dot density of an upcoming swath

is greater than a maximum permissible swath

density, using only a subset of the nozzles dur- is

ing the upcoming swath to produce a reduced-

height swath with reduced print density.

8. A method of controlling printhead temperature in an

inkjet printhead (12) having a plurality of nozzles 20

(21 ), comprising the following steps:

passing the printhead (12) repeatedly across a

print medium in individual swaths;

firing individual nozzles (21 ) repeatedly during 25

each printhead swath to apply an ink pattern to

the print medium;

monitoring actual swath dot density and peak
temperature of the printhead during each print-

head swath; so

repeatedly calculating a maximum permissible

swath dot density in response to the monitoring

step as a function of the actual swath dot den-

sity and peak temperature, wherein the maxi-

mum permissible swath dot density results in a 55

peak printhead temperature that does not ex-

ceed a maximum permissble peak printhead

temperature;

limiting swath dot density to no greaterthan the

maximum permissible swath dot density during *o

individual printhead swaths.

A method as recited in claim 8, wherein the limiting

step comprises disabling nozzles (21) correspond-

ing to a plurality of pixel rows.

10. A method as recited in claim 8, wherein the calcu-

lating step comprises multiplying the actual swath

dot density of a particular printhead swath by a fac-

tor that is based at least in part on the peak temper- so

ature of the printhead (12) during said particular

printhead swath and upon a specified maximum
permissible temperature of the printhead (12).

55
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print density. If a reduction in print density is required,
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